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TIEDTKE GIVES VIEWS O N CENTER LOSS
4111EGONOMIG
CONFERENCE
FEB, 3

Distinguished Speakers
to Discuss iVtal
Issues at Meet

Here-, llank.-d by Bob Smathers :niil I [I lioborts, stands little Johnny
of l'hili|> Morris Cigarettes, lie entei •d Ihe (enter last Friday aftermoon. bello«e<l his famous "Call for I^hilip Morris".

Dr. Starr Reports
On Stay In England

In a parade of distinguished
speakers many interesting topics
will be discussed at the Rollins
Econo
Conference on February,
and 5. Among those to be
George Wythe, chief of
heard
Republics Branch, U.S.
Departmei it of Commerce; Mr. D'.'Vrcy Edn londson, director general
of British Information Service; Dr.
Kathryn Abbey Hanna and a panel
discussion: "What are the immediate steps toward world peace?";
Dr. Walter Dill Scott, President
Emeritus, Northwestern University; and Mr. Kenneth Lozier, vice
president of the St. Regis Sales
Corporation.
For 13 successive years now Rollins College has sponsored an Economic Conference for the discussion
of the vital issues of the day. During that time questions of local,
national and international interest
have been discussed. In local affairs the citrus problems had been
discussed some three times, and
the Florida Ship Canal has been
discussed twice. In national affairs such questions as Federal
Taxes, Labor Laws, production for
war and adjustments to peace have
been discussed. International affairs, trade, transportation, exchange and world order and peace
have been discussed.
Rollins College was one of the
first institutions in the country to
sponsor a conference of this kind.
During the years of the Conference at Rollins some of the outstanding
statesmen,
scientists,
economists and business executives
of the world have participated as
leaders of discussions.
Membership tickets, also admission tickets, on sale at the Dean's
Office in the Administration Building on the Rollins College campus.

Campus Groups
Favor Assemblies
I a past meeting of the Student Council, it was reported that
a majority of the groups on campus
voted in favor of student-sponsored
assemblies. As the motion was
passed, each housing unit on the
campus is to be responsible for one
college assembly every Wednesday, starting this February ZChap McDonnell has been appointed permanent master of ceremonies. Programs are not to take
more than 30 minutes, the rest of
the period to be used for announcements of campus newsThis program has been inaugurated to foster increased school
spirit, and to promote familiarity
between groups.
The first program will be in
charge of the assembly committee
composed of Nan Van Zile, Pat
German, Bob Boyle, Dave McKeithan,
Chap McDonnell, and Art
Swacker.

FOUR SPEAKERS

Sees Reduction of
Services as Only
Solution

LOUIS P. LOGiER
S NEXT "TOWN
HALL" SPEAKER

By Gerard Walker

Pulitzer Winner to Speak
on "Germany-Democracy
or Soviet State"
"Germany must be rebuilt if the
economy of Europe is to be restored to a healthy condition" contends Louis P. Lochner, who for
15 years before the war was Chief
of the Associated Press Bureau in
Berlin, and was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for distinguished service. Mr. Lochner will speak at the
Winter Park High School Auditorium on Tuesday evening, February 1, as the third event on the
Town Hall Series, which is sponsored by Dorothy Lockhart.
During his recent trip to Germany, Mr. Lochner found her stripped of factories and denied opportunities to improve the lot of
her people. Many of these opportunities have been permitted the
Japanese—such as use of their
whaling fleets. "Most facilities
useful in peacetime are convertible to war purposes/' Lochner
says. "The answer is to provide
rigid inspection to make sure they
are not used for military production, rather than to destroy them."
Before the war, Mr. Lochner had
spent 23 years as a foreign correspondent in Europe and Germany, and when he returned to
Berlin after the war he found it
difficult to locate his old apartment, the destruction was so great
He found a block-buster had dropped through the building in which
his apartment was located, shearing off the dining room. Most of
the silver and dining room furnture had tumbled four floors to
the basement. The bomb, needless to say, had failed to go off
and a squad of Germans who had
been condenjned to death neutralized the bomb in return for commutation of their sentences to life
imprisonment, Lochner learned.

MR. LOUIS P. LOCHNER

Edward Tomlinson
To Speak Feb. 2
he "Mind of Americas" Series
will present Edward Tomlinson on
February 2, at 3:30 p.m. His subject is "Our New Destiny in the

Dean of correspondents on Westrain, anil cold plus more fog, rain
n Hmeisphere happenings, Edand cold can really make life misward Tomlinson is heard by milI
erable, r.r. Starr had booked paslions of listeners each Saturday at
In
sage back to the United States on
1:30 p.m. over the National Broadthe Queen Mary, but due to the
casting Company's networks in
'" Dr. Nathan Comfort Starr, well
February Twentieth
heavy fog and strikes the "Queen"
United States and Canada.
I'known writer and teacher has rewas not able to sail. This parSet as Date for
Since December 1, 1948, he has
''turned to the campus after a term's
ticular fog was the longest conMagazine
been broadcasting from South
leave of absence in England. Dr.
tinuous fog in the history of EngAmerica where, beginning with
Starr visited England to <lo reRollins College will publish the
land—8 days.
Venezuela where the Gallego iCovs e a r c h and writing on his forth22nd annual edition of its Animated
The English are still living basiernment was overthrown, he is visIwcoming look "The Arthurian I/egMagazine on February 20, 1949.
cally
the
sametype
of
life
they
iting each of the countries where
cnd in the 20th Century."
K\i
This year's magazine promises to
important events are transpiring.
book deals with the Arthurian I.eg- had to endure diiring the war.
be livelier than ever as these four
Rationing and the many restricr. Tomlinson occupies a unique
contributors are noted. (All four
enil ns a literary history and its tions make life a veritable horror
position among leading news anare mentioned in Who's Who).
'I'nuKle of presentation by various at times but the English seem to
alysts. Author of New Roads to
1.
Edward
R.
Murrow,
the
news•liuthors in the last number of be able to bear up under almost
Riches, The Other Americas, and
caster; (2) Senator Douglas of Ill«%eur.s.
anything. The food was lean but
Battle for the Hemisphere, he is a
inois; (3) Eric Johnston, foi-mer
* During his stay in England he better than he thought it would be.
lecturer,
radio commentator, and
president of the United States
"'Bpent the majority of hi.s time in Items such as eggs, bacon and
correspondent who has specialized
Chamber of Commere and present
"bxfor<l. While there he did re- cooking fat were quite scarce but
in Latin American affairs for more
Hollywood
czar;
(4)
Karl
Comp'"jenrch work on his book at the believe it or not butter was obthan two decades. His evaluations
ton, the physicist.
"'Bodleian Library of Oxford Uni- tainable every day.
Cigarettes
are based on a broad experience
This event is one of the most
l"Versity. In addition motor trips to were another hard to get item. If
gained from frequent missions and
colorful of the season. It's orig'"Stratf'oril. Tinlern Abbey, and they were to be found at all they
visits to the other American repubinality has gained attention all
"•Gloucester servcii as interesting sold for 70 to 80 cents a pack.
lics and from a wide acquaintance
over.the country for its unique preSidelights.
Even such common articles as
Mr. Lochner will speak on the with leaders of various idealoges.
sentation of interesting subjects.
" Among the more famous literary matches were extremely scarce.
subject: "Germany—Democracy or He has been credited by former
Don't
miss
it.
Remember
the
date
""people he met while there wei-e
Secretary of State Cordell Hull
The English as a nation arej
Soviet State".
—Feli-uary 20.
ZLof>\ llavid Cecil, prominent teach- deeply i committed to Socialism. ]
"with a wider and more intimate
" e r and writer at Oxford University; Fanatics such as the Communist I
knowledge of all Latin America
' ^ o h n Masefield, Poet Laureate of Sir Oswald Mosley, have no more
than almost any person I know"
England, and C. S.-Lewis, famous | than a Lare handful ot faithful
The Brazilian Government has con•^nglish novelist. Mr. Masefield, followers. Concerning the Euroferred on him its highest decoraRichard Parker "Pick" Hollister,
"aespile the fact that he is 75 years pean situation, the English arc
tion, the National Order of the
rmer Rollins student, who grad_ al
_ t and lively
Southern Cross; and Columbia Unimore calm and collected than we
just as
d
uated cum laude from Middlebury
versity has awarded him the Cabot
Americans.
After
enduring
situ! 25 years ago.
College last June died suddenly
Professor George Saute, state Medal for Distinguished Journal, When asked to conmient on the ations of a stormier nature than
The progress of the World Gov:ye. New York, last January 6.
nment movement will be reportHanun.s English
weather
Dr. we are used to one would imagine
airman, reports that interest
•vvas the son of Mr. and Mrs.
ed to an Orlando and Winter Park being shown throughout the state,
Btnrr's only reply was, "Awful". they would be able to stand almost
Mr. Tomlinson'!
Harold E. Hollister of Rye.
audience next Thursday night at
"Our New Destiny in the AmerHis explanation of this is that dur- anything. Incidentally the EngDick came to Rollins as a V-12 the Memorial Junior High School and that delegations will c
cas" on February 2 will be his
ing the fall in England the fog, lish were as greatly surprised at
student
in
1946,
and
became
a
the recent victory of President
auditorium in Orlando, when Ray- from the University of Florida and third annual lecture at Rollins anc
Truman as we were. They are member of the Kappa Alpha order mond Swing, nationally known raluthern Collgee, as well as a goo his first appearance in the United
still talking about Eisenhower, in December of that yaer. He was
commentator and news analyst,
legation from Eollins College States after his 1948-1949 tour of
a member of the farternity footMarshall and Roosevelt.
vers his up-to-the-minute lecMr. Swing, now on tour, will ai South America.
lall, basketball, volleyball, and
;, entitled "History
Won't
January 30, 1949, 5:00 p.m. ColEconomically the English are swimming- team, as well as the
ve by plane next W^ednesday, and
lection taken to cover expenses.
depressed by all the shortages French Club, Speech Society, Pan- Wait," under auspices of the Orill be the honored guest at a relando and Winter Park chapters
Mexico City — (technicolor, 10
which are as bad now as they American Club, and Radio Club.
of United World Federalists and
ption, to be given by Dr. Holt, minutes, U.S. Government film) —
I Robert Setzer, Rollins organ were during the war. Their exDick was a fine student and a the Rollins College Institute of
A
highly entertaining film showjnajor, will present his Senior Re- ports have increased becauS'
at his home, Wednesday evening.
ing fiestas, flower markets, catheial Chapel i ^^^j_. „ ^ ^ ^^^ (^,,3^ g „ „ j American great asset to any school. He will World Government.
fiUl in Knowles
The committee in charge regrets
drals, modern hotels, and parks.
Friday evening, February -j, at dollars. There is still a great deal be remembered by his many friends
Swing u'ill draw on his observahere at Rollins for his athletic
that in the published list of spon- Narrated by Orson Wells.
^:15 o'clock.
of noticeable gratitude on the part
tions during a tour of Western
prowess, unselfish personality, and
Guadalajara — (technicolor, 20
Europe during the past summer in sors, the following names were
! This will l e Setder's fourth re- of the British for the many things ever ready grin.
minutes, U.S. Government film) —
omitted:
his
discussion
of
the
path
to
world
Jital in the chapel since entering that we did for them during the
ightseeing tour through Mexpeace. He will be introduced by
Rollins in March, VM6. His JunMrs.
Edward Belches, Mrs.
i second largest city and its
President Hamilton Holt of Rolior Recital was held last May, and
The traffic problem is rather bad
Pinckney Holbrook, Prof, and Mrs, environs.
lins, long a supporter of the World
pn two occasions prior to that was
-ar Oxford. Between bicycles ahd Tarpon Performs A t
George Saute.
Ottawa on the River—(techniGovernment program.
tuest organist on the Rollins Or- trucks it is almost impossible to
Sanlando Sprinss
Dr. Clarence Bernstein, general color, 18 minutes, National Film
The lecture will begin at 8:15
jan Vesper series.
OSS the street.
p.m. and tickets are on sale at chairman for the event, which is Board of Canada film)—Shows the
, In October, 1947, Setzer was apPhysically Oxford has not changSkook Bailey
the Evans Drug Stores in Orlando being sponsored by the Orlando Dominion capital, a favorite toursince Dr. Starr attended colBointeil organist and choirmaster
The advanced group of Tarpon and Taylor's and O'Brien's pharm- and Winter Park chapters, indi- ist center and an important lumHe was admitted to
Lt .-VII Saints' Episcopal Church in lege there
swimmers
participated
in
the
acies in Winter Park.
cates that the Memorial Junior ber city set in a pleasant landlife
membership
in
Christ
Church
Winter Park, a position he expects
Supporters of World Govern- High School auditorium can con- scape, as well as the daily life of
lo hold until his entrance into the College. Oxford got off very light- Aquatic Show at Sanlando on Sunthe Canadians—children at play^
School of Sacred Music at the ly during the many bomber raids day, January 23. They were: Nan- ment movement, and those inter- tain a large audience, and he hopes housewives shopping, families out
t'nion Theological Seminary in d"uring the war. The reason for cy Niede, Norma Jean Thaggard, seted in getting real information that people interested in facts, and for picnics.
. so many Englishmen say, is Marv Jo Wagner, Jeanne Weis- on the subject, are expected to in world events, who have not as
Kew York City, where he will work
Sanford yet purchased tickets, will not hesthat Hitler wished to have an hon- logle, Saretta Hill and Pat Rob- throng the auditorium.
tor bis Masters degree.
and Kissimmee enthusiasts report
' !v.,pil of Dr. Herman Siewert, orary degree from Oxford so h erts.
itate to come to the meeting, beRehearsals have begun for the
that a paty of 20 and 18 will come
Nancy
Niede
and
Norma
Jean
gave
orders
that
it
was
not
to
be
plans to present another
cause seats will be available, and Freshman Show. Every TuesThaggard did an aquatic duet from their respective communit
in the chapel before gradu- bombed.
day and Thursday afternoon
tickets can be purchased at th(
Dr. Starr completed one-half of Nancy is the coach and instructor
from 2 to 5 in Rec Hall buzzes
' This will constitute his
door.
his book during his stay in Eng- of the Tarpon Group.
with activity while the frosh
^ project,
Bob Heath who has been ap
Our entire group had many flash
busily prepare for the great
season in Winter Park, this land and expects to finish it durProfessor: Young man, do yo
pointed
official
mascot
of
thi
bulb pictures taken so again they know who I am?
event to be presented February
st did a series of four re- ing the spring.
group,
did
his
daring
dives
as
ai
He was accompanied on his trip
27. .\11 students who are parwill be making the Front Page of
citals on Sunday afternoons during
Freshman: No Sir, but if you ri
added attraction. Graceful NiJrma
ticipating are Requested to atLent. He has appeared twice in by Mrs. Starr. Margo and Penny. Jean also gave the springb.
the papers as they did in the Or- member your address I'll take yo
tend the rehearsals.
recital before the American Guild Thev returned on board the Em- some delightful twists with a
lando Sentinel about a week ago. home.
press
of
Canada.
^
(Continued on page 3)

Finds Communism
Weak; Oxford
Unchanged

y

Dick Hollister,
Rollins Transfer,
Dies In Rye, N.y,

Robert Setzer
To Give Recital

Raymond Swing to Report
O n Federalist Progress

Mr, Tiedkte expressed his views
last week on the Rollins Center's
$3,000 deficit. He gave his assurance that a more comprehensive
study of this situation would be
taken to adjust the Center finances.
He points out that these steps
would in all probability have some
effect on the counter services proded there. Mr. Tiedkte indicated
that the counter facilities are a
burdensome large operating cost
are only offered as a convene to a number of day students.
He explains that the Center is not
competition with the town of
Winter Park nor in competition
with the Beanery. The Beanery
and the Center are independent
anizations and each performs
independent functions. In order to
ntain this convenience serving
hot meals for students a loss has
in met again as it was last year.
resident student won't eat at
the Center if his meals are paid at
the Beanery; the public is not invited to use the facilities of the
Center and so an occasional snack
neal is consumed which hardly
makes keeping the Center open
worth while.
r. Tiedkte Would like to have
hot soup, hot dogs, and hamburgers
served during the noon hour. He
believes it might be profitable to
e one or two other items there
but this is only a supposition. Another solution would be to bring
food over from the Beanery during the noon hour, but an accurate
calculation as to the consumption
would be very diflficult to estimate.
Mr. Tiedkte was highly confident
however, that the soda fountain
can be self-supporting.
This will be Setzer's fourth rethe losses from the counter; this
figure indicates total losses. This
figure would have been larger if
it had not been for the bookstore's
profits which have been used to
balance the total losses of the
counter. Other expenses encouraging this deficit are the janitor
service, insurance and numerous
other expenses involved : . the upkeep of the Center. The stallation of a pin-ball
: did not
compensate for the lossi
To size the whole situation up
the Center has had to face problems for attempting to provide
marry things to a few students.
Every student should realize that
he is receiving many benefits, the
deficit is an indication to what
maximum point the college has
gone to provide the students with
every pssible advantage.
Mr.
Tiedkte expressed his hope thai^
Rollins students will understand if
some facilities are cut out for finnancial reasons and that he would
have their support.

SC Votes Against
Hot Meals
Owing to the deficit in the Cenr, a vote was taken as to whether
• not hot meals should be continued, the majority ruled that hot
meals in the Center be discontinuThe exact date has not been
set pending further investigation
and possibly having some hot food
at lunch.
A committee was appointed by
Art Swacker to go over the ByLaws of the "R" Book concerning
Ratting to make corrections for
clarity and additions that will help
entering students. The comm.ittee
consists of Harold McKinney, Nancy Niede, George Franklin, Beverly Burkhart, Hugh Davis and
Art Swacker.
The movie committee has been
asked to try to improve the caliber of the movies shown at the
Annie Russell Theatre.
1. Turn lights out before leaving room.
2. Take a two-minute shower:
save water.
3. Play the radio only when listening to it.
4. Help Rollins cut expenses.
5 Support the Rollins economy
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Editor:
student body responded to give an
average picture of the consensus
First of all, I would like to offer
of opinion. And apparently that
an apology to the valiant author of
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue at Interlache n
Telephone 187 J the letter to me in the first Sand opinion caused quite a bit of surprise.
Bditorlnl Board
spur this year. The one who sign^
Cameron MacCardell
ed himself "Anonymous". I aS'
sure you I had no intention of back. Dear Editor,
stabbing the good Prof. Whitaker
In answer to Miss Sheketoff's
during his leave of absence.
somewhat staggering letter conDave McKiethan
I am very glad to hear there are cerning the theatre department,
plans in existence for future de- may I say "sour grapes"? It is
bating and orating meets. Let's she and the "many theatre stuMovie Reviews
i.—
—
Jack Mehlek hear more of these plans.
dents" whose opinion she voices
Here's an interesting sidelight who have forced the department
Harry James, Charles Dawson Harry Baldwi
to the night-life of the yesteryear. into its present policy, which seems
Betty Hammer, Roberl
In 1924, the students of Rollins so distasteful to her. How dare
Photographeri
seemed to have quite a different they complain about an organiza*
Stanley Rudd, Gordo
outlook on what constituted an en- tion that offers equal opportunijoyable evening. In a survey con-^ ties to every student when they
duted by Yale, the various col- don't even make an effort to take
leges of the country were asked, advantage of it?
Gerry Walker,
Van Zile
"Do you favor Prohibition ?" At
Come around, Jinx, and bring
Price, Meg Sn
Merle Hodges
Rolins, 100% of the students that the rest of your dissatisfied group
)1 Grasky, Nancy
-Rankin, Bob Ein
voted, and a large number did, said
th you; a few of us are doing a
that they did not wish the Prohi- swell job, and having a swell time
Robin Merrill, Pat Roberts.
bition Act repealed. In a break- doing it. Just remember that we
Merle Hodges, John E. £_______„, _..
down of that vote, 75% said they
Mountcastle, Beverly Cotter, Billie Moo
t have a "new and better thewere perfectly satisfied with the atre deparmtent" with only a few
Rae Holden
Dilly, Carol Reed, Sylvia Erikson
law as it stood; 25% said they workers and a lot of gripers.
favored light wines and beers, but
Dick Hill
, Marshall Sto'n
I Marie Kerlin, Pat Rober
didn't wish the law repealed.
P.S. — Experience is the best
Sports Deiinrttneiit
Bill Goldrick, Ralph Siede
arg'e Watson
Though not all the students vot- teacher, but you won't get it by
Member
ed, a large enough part of the j coffee-clutching in the Center.

ftssocided Cblleftiate Press
Distributor of

Gollebiole Di6est
ESTABLISHED I N 1894

W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer,
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
the
Sandsfur.

There has been some mumbling of late by the student
body as regards the people of Winter Park attending student functions. Students complain bitterly when they attempt to get tickets for a production in the Annie Russell
Theatre or a Choral program at Knowles, and find that the
performances have been sold out, due largely to town patronage.
"Keep student productions for students alone!' cries
the Rollinsite. *'It is our coUege. We are a part of it, and
it is a pretty sad state of affairs when we can't even get into
our own functions." How right he is. However, this little
bundle of joy has been laid a t the wrong doorstep.
Who are we to complain about outsiders attending our
functions when we cannot rouse enough interest in the student body to support them without outside help ? We should
be thankful that here are townspeople at the Chapel, in the
theatre, and at our student art exhibits to save the face
of the Rollins student body. How pitifully few would be
seen in Chapel on Sunday morning, if students made up the
congregation!
Comes the clincher. Our RoUins student feels like an
outsider on his own campus, and thereby justifies his nonparticipation. Thus the cycle is completed. Indifference
drives the administration into depending more upon outsiders to support student activities. This in turn annoys
the student as he views the large proportion of strangers at
his functions, and thus increases his indifference.
There is just one way to bring the Theater and the
Chapel back into our hands, and that is to flood them with
students, leaving no room for the ousider.
However, until this time, we must expect plays sdanted toward
the townspeople, and must welcome them as the perpetuating force in the Theater and Chapel.

Inquiring

Reporter

QUESTION: Did you see "Pursuit of Happiness"? Would you like
to see a revival of bundling?
Jeannie Wiselogel, Freshman—Good Lord!
Corky Scarborough, freshman—Yes Mam!
Macy Brenner, sophomore—No, I have a weak heart and low
resistance.
Jim Lister, junior—It's all according to who I'm gonna bundle with!
C. H. Van Buren, senior—Yes, but I'd rather bundle without the
bundle!
Donald C. Greason, a r t prof.—I'm all for it! I t ' s an ancient and
honorable custom still flourishing with modifications.
Pat Sutluiff, junior—Florida's not cold enough!
Mason Wharton, sophomore—No, I didn't see the play, but it
doesn't make any difference—now! (Note: he's married).
Bill Bazley, junior—It's a good way to curtail heating expenses
around campus.
mlr

Friday, January 28
Vocational Guidance, Sullivan House, all day.
2:30—"Fantasia" of Walt Disney, Annie Russell Theatre.
4:30—Student Recital in Dyer Memorial8:15—"Fantasia" of Walt Disney, Annie Russell Theatre.
7:30—Rollins Sigma Nu vs. Stetson Sigma Nu basketball game
benefit for "March of Dimes" infantile paralysis.
Saturday, January 29
Vocational Guidance, Sullivan House, all day.
2:30—"Fantasi^" of Walt Disney, Annie Russell Theatre.
8:15—"Fantasia" of Walt Disney, Annie Russell Theatre.
9-12—Lambda Chi Dance, Orlando Country Club.
Sunday, January 30
9:45—Chapel Service.
5:00—Inter-American Movies in Annie Russell Theatre.
7:45—Kappa Open House, Pugsley Hall.
Monday, January 31
Vocational Guidance, Sullivan House, all day.
8:15—Sleight lecture in Casa Iberia.
Tuesday, February 1
7:30—All College Movie^.
Wednesday, February 2
3:30—"Mind of Americas" lecture.
5:00—Organ Vespers at Knowles Chapel.
Thursday, Fberuary 3
Economic Conference starts.

PROFILES

If you're one of the people whom
this certain little girl came up to
with a gleam in her eye and a hypodermic needle in her hand you'll
know I'm talking about.
For
three weeks Bev Burkhart, or Lina
as she is called by her dearest and
closest, went around collecting
samples of blood from everyone
available. It is said one Sigma
Nu fainted dead away when she
approached him, for a sample of
blood of course. That girl is just
nuts about specimens.
Bev has one of the most versatile curriculums in the school. She
is a psych major but she's taking
courses in biology, anthropology,
philosophy and numerous others,
making darn good grades in all of
Q. Bev collects societys both
honorary and otherlikes charms,
but unlike other people she keeps
those charms polished and bright
ith hard work and continual interest and in working order. She
is president of Libra and
ber of the Key society to mention
two of them,
Your old cohort, the Idiot, was
Bev and Jean Cartwright
entertaining a tabl^ of professors
a close first to see who can
in the Center the other day, and
louder on the walls of Strong the conversation turned to graduafter hours in order to make every^ ate work. Idiotically, the author
one shut up after she has gone to expressed hs intention to do gradbed. If she doesn't you can bet uate work in psychology. He told
your bottom dollar that window on his friends, the professors, about
the side is keeping her busy and it, and told them that he was worthat before long she'll pop out of ried about it.
her door with a hamburger
"Don't worry, Son," one ancient
one hand and a bottle of coke
prof condescended to remark.
the other. She is the general d
"Graduate school is just like Roltributor of food after hours. /
lins, only more so. You won't
other dubious honor Bev has is
have any trouble."
ways being the last one to be ready
"But," your author asked after
for dinner at Beanery. Everyone
a respectable silence, "won't the
patiently taps their heels and waits
graduate profs expect me to retain
while Burk makes one final dash
all the stuff I studied here at Roiat the end. Invariably it is well
ly Colly ? Here I've been a junior
worth the wait for she always
for three years, and I've forgotemerges looking very lovely and
ten all my freshman courses. Don't
with a sweet smile on her face
they presuppose that I've retained
that eliminates any madness on the
all t h a t ? "
part of the waiters.
A young prof, in his early sevBut everybody loves Lina, she's enties, deftly wiped tomato soup
always got a smile and : turally from his Van Dyke and turned to
a spare man tucked up h sleeve look at me distastefully. "Nah,
all the time. She never gets ruffled you Idiot. We teach you what you
for more than a few minutes as oughta know. When you get out
we all evidenced when she was of here, if you ever do (he smiled,
president of the sorority.
remembering Guv Tully) you'll be
perfectly prepared for any graduA quick signal from Bones and ate school in the country. Don't
the secretaries beat it. "What can worry about it. Just leave it all
I do ya for, Babyface?"
to your superiors." He tried to sit
"I'm going to the interior on a up straight, failing pitiably. "After
safari, Bones. I'm going to re- all, we've BEEN to graduate
cruit some tough boys to take back school."
to the States with me and rub out
Well, this writer was greatly
Big Jon De Uresti and his boys. I'm
relieved. He let out a long sigh,
gonna need equipment, gun-bearfull of sound and fury. Now he
ers, guides, and other general-servcould spend his time filling out
ice coolies and peons. Can ya fix
his character, joining clubs, etc.
me up,"
The Idiot had it figured out. A
Bones took a long thoughtful
minimum of work, a well-rounded
drag on his stogey, "Babyface,
me lad, I've got just the man to
take ya to the interior for your
recruiting. Safari Sam Burchers,
a half-caste from up the Nile, just
blew into town and is lookin for
woik. He's one of the best guides
the business. However, yo can't
trust him. Never let him out of
ree Musketeers"
your sight and always keep 'im in
front of ya. He'd slit your throat Colony, Thurs., Fri., Sat.
soon as look at ya. Other than
"The Three Musketeers'
that, he's completely trustworthy dazzling Technicol
and dependable."
the Dumas classic. Since the story
Babyface smiled_ cruelly, "Thanks, usually pits the four swordsmen of
Bones. I think I can handle this renown against odds of no less than
Safari Sam okay. If he gives me
3r 30 to one, the boys have a
any trouble, I'll bump 'im!"
ningly arduous ascent in the
(Continued next week)
task of saving queen and country.

The K E E L E R S
By Pancho Knott
CHAPTER X
Having watched the demise of
Snake Cabrie and his boys by the
Snake's arch enemy, Peppy la Dye,
and his boys, Babyface and Jolting
Joe Masters proceeded up the
dingy, dark, stench-ridden streets
the Casbah by rickshaw towards
Baxter's Beer Garden.. Babyface,
handsome, sadistic young hero,
pulled forth from one of the inner
pockets of his double-breasted seersucker suit, a huge cat-o-nine tails
bull whip. He raised the whip in
sizzling arc above his dirtyblond, clos ely-cropped head and
brought it down with a resounding
smack upon the puny naked back
of Slats Vereen, the dirty little
East-African coolie who was pulling the rickshaw.
Slats Vereen screamed from the
pain as blood slowly oozed from
gaping wound newly formed
from Babyface's fiendish blow.
"Mercy, Massah Boss Man! Mer! I bruises easily!"
v
Babyface giggled fiendishly; his
entire steel-like body shook with
sement. Jolting Joe frowned
contemptuously on the cringing
coolie, but said nothing. After a
short ride down the Casbah's most
scummy and vermin-ridden streets,
the little coolie finally brought his
rickshaw to a screeching halt in
front of a shack of a place with a
huge red, white and blue neon sign
with the words "Baxter's Beer
Garden" flashing merrily on and
off at three-second intervals. After
tipping the scummy coolie with the
back of his hand, Babyface and
Jolting Joe proceeded through the
swinging doors. Immediately they
; almost overcome by the nauseating stench of stale booze and
opium smoke. The inside of the
palatial Casbah night spot resembled an over-grown pig pen.
Drunks lay everywhere! The clink
of toasting shot glasses, mingled
with the peal of horse laughter and
the reverberations of profanity and
bawdy jokes, resounded off the
walls. Behind the block-long bar,
fashioned from orange crates and
covered with bui'lap bags, stood
Dum Dum Clark, Bones Baxter's
head bartender. Dum Dum's face
that of a killer. His tiny green
eyes gleamed sadistically. One ear

was completely missing.
The
sweat poured from his huge, hairy
85-inch chest. In Dum Dum's right
hand was a dirty handkerchief. In
his left was an empty shot gl
Dum Dum was washing and drying
glasses. Up on a crude stag
bevy of East-African Burlesque
queens was doing the hootchy kootchy to the applause, cheers, and
immoral insinuations of the drunken scum below. Over in one far
corner a worn-out juke box was
emitting a little jazz and be-bop.
Babyface turned to Jolting Joe
and spoke: "What do you think
of Bones Baxter's joint. Jolting
Joe?"
Joe's answer was direct and to
the point: "P.U.!"
About that time Dum Dum advanced from behind the bar and
confronted the two-North American gangsters. He opened his huge
jaws and spoke: "What brings you
to Africa, Babyface?" His tone
was none too friendly. "Who's this
ugly-looking heeb with y a ? "
Babyface's answer consisted of
a swift rabbit punch to Dum Dum's
Adam's apple. Dum Dum reached
for Babyface with his huge, hairy
paws, but was stopped dead in his
tracks by a sharp command from
Jolting Joe backed up by a huge,
nickel-plated Luger. Dum Dum
froze horrified in his tracks.
"Relax, Dum Dum, and ya won't
get hurt. Now take me to see
Bones Baxter and be quick about
it. I gotta make tracks to the interioi*." Babyface meant business
and Dum Dum Clarks knew it!
Dum Dum turned on his heel and
strode off into the haze and gloom
towards the back room. Babyface
and Jolting Joe were right behind
him. Babyface paused momentarily by the battered juke box to insert a slug and play "How High
the Moon" by Gene Krupa.
Two minutes later found Babyface face to face with Bones Baxter, cheap hoodlum deported from
the States since prohibition. Bones
was seated in front of a huge mahogany desk. In his mouth was
a huge big black stogey. On each
knee was a secretary. "What do
ya say, Babyface—"
"Not much, Bones. Tell ^the
squack to blow. I got something
confidential to discuss with ya.
Bones."

^
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Greetings from the land of the
free and the home of the voot . . .
Things are rather depressing in
musicdom again this week, with
most of the play going to Hildegarde, The Queer That Made Milwaukee Famous. The poor man's
Marlene Deitrich has let loose another album, this one exploiting
the work of Cole Porter. You Do
Something To Me is typical Hildegarde. The rest are beyond comment.
Kay Starr is with us this week
via a new Capitol record—I Cover
The Waterfront. The song is beautiful standing by itself, and Miss
Starr's infectious innuendo enhances its lovely lyrics.
For the modernists, Darius Milbaud's Pro tee-Symphonic Suite No.
2 is available under the Victor Red
Seal, The Suite consists of five
moods, starting with an Overture
in Tango-Habanera rhythms, followed by a fast Prelude and Fugue.
These are succeeded by a lovely
Pastorale, which resolves to the
Bacchanale Nocturne. Closing the
Suite is a bright Finale, which will
impress the listener with the versatility of Pierre Monteux, conductor, and the fullness of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra..
e've been pounded with petitions from Joltin' Joe Simonaro and

his gang to say something sweet
about his sweetheart, Jackie Cain.
Jackie, the lass with flaccid air, ig
a Chicago girl gone wrong/right
Anyway, she's a gone Chicago girl
who's been cause for much comment in the music world lately.
She's one-third of a three-way
voice parley, the other legs of
which are Buddy Stewart and
Charlie Venturo's sax. The blending voices and instruments makes
a very interesting sound, and sug.
gests many possibilities.
While still in a mellow mood and
making with free publicity, we
hasten to insert a plug for (1)
Barney Buxton and his San-Orlo
Club Hdtshots, who feature the
sweetest music this side of DeLand,
and (2) Bob Rhodes, WHOO's
Solid Sender, who presents a wellpaced disc show nightly, 11:15-1.
Bob caters to the College cats,
send him your requests and show
him how hep an English major
can be.
Looka heah, now, if there's anything you'd like mentioned in the
way of music, or just have a penchant for seeing your name in
print, drop a note in Box 435. Like '
to find out how my Crosley stacks |
up. Remember, Box 435—it rhymes j
with jive.
Jug Stang

SIGNIFYING NOTHING
f schedule, and graduate school
would come along without the
slightest bit of trouble.
A few idiotic questions flew
through the author's mind: What
about real honest-to-goodness examinations — could I pass them?
What about specialized courses
that would need four or five background courses—could I handle
them? What about hours and
hours of studying, and evenings
spent with books instead o
meetings, and weeks spent ir
libraries looking for sources
a thesis—could I spend my time
t h a t way ? What about taking
notes in lectures, and studying the
notes for a final—could I stomach
all that ? Could I get used to
having all grades based solely on
final examinations?
But the profesors a t Rollins
not to worry about all that. They
told me I could do all right. They
said it would be different at grad
school, but they didn't say hoso the Idiot figured it wouldn't 1
too different.
So the Idiot—the True I d i o t will plod along here, doing what
he wants to and, at the advice of
all the sage old profs, won't waste
time working up the vast backlog^
of facts that other people have said
would be essential at graduate
school.
The profs ought to know. The
Idiot will take their word, ai
won't look into it on his own. T
Idiot hopes all his readers will i
the same. The tuition at the School
of Idiocy is terribly low, and there
is room for everyone.
Thoughtfully,
The Idiot.

CINERARIUM
However, through all the action, it
is Dancer Gene Kelly who takes
honors with Ms astounding gymnastic exhibition. Kelly dips his
blade into dozens of extras, swings
and bounces about chandeliers and
rooftops, and vaults onto a corral
of horsey. That is, when he isn't |
engaged in amorous grapples with
Mmes. Lana Tumer and June Ally(Continued on page 4)
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CAMPUS KEYHOLERS

Slinging Horsefeathers

^
Alpha Phi Lambda
Merle Hodges and Buddy Hodge, willing to conduct
She and Marjie James played op- shown the high spots of the camp1, Last Thursday at 10:30
Bobbie and Don Natchett, and ter writing a t Robbies from 8 to posite sides in the All Star-Fresh- us; and Martha Barksdale
ijj^ohnson Tai brewed a w^onderful Corky and Max Grulke.
or THESPIAN INTERLUDE
part. The Play's the thing."
9 for a nominal remuneration
man basketball game Friday night. anne Byrd presented a beautiful
jjpot of tea that had just come
By Bob Elman
I Giving it up as a bad job (my
A pat on the back to Margy for
Saturday dawned a cloudy day duet at Dyer last Friday on the
S>n a slow boat from China. By being pledged to Phi Beta and for Connie, due to the clean cut which coul dhave subdued the an- ivory keys.
I snooped around backstage dur- column, not the play. That was
•11:15 we were all on our way back her splendid performance as MegAmerican influence of Jack Mehlek, ticipation aroused for the canoe
ing the Annie Russell run of "Fur-j excellent), I left the Temple of
?to the pot—which speaks well for in "The Pursuit of Happiness".
suit of Happiness", hoping for a Histrionic Endeavor a t Florida's
has taken up weight lifting and picnic the pledges had planned for
The Crow Call
] the tea. Carnation of the week
missed cue, or other catastrophe ! Oldest Institution of Higher Learnhas opened up a branch ofl'ice of the actives. But no, never let it
Lee's
headquarters
has
been
dip\oes to Johnson. We really had
that might make for good reading. ing, and turned toward home. There
the WCTU at Corrin Hall—free be said a Chi O was daunted by
X Club
ped in gloom ever since "The Let- I talked to the cast, crew, and crit% swell p a r t y . *
reading
material
available.
was fear in my heart that I would
the
rain!
The
canoes
were
laden
The X Club is very happy to anter" made its appearance in the
^ Who was the tall Alph;
Elaine has given up her tenni with Chi Os and pi^ddles, and Fleet Sandspur. A few of the old tim- ics; there are always a few critics be able to think of nothing with
nounce that the following members
(representing the venerable cit- which to fill up Sandspur space
'who was tangled up in the trumracket
for
a
tatting
shuttle.
If
you
towed
us
by
motor
boat
to
a
Lake
have been formally initiated and
ers, Creaky Ed Copeland and izenry of Orange County) waiting
\et vine on the other side of the
are now actives: Glen Berrington, have any tatting you want done, Maitland shore where we roasted Bristles McKeithan seem to doubt in the Green Room to tell the per- this week. There is still fear in
Tennis courts Saturday night
my heart.
Lyle Chambers, Tommy Hudgins, please contact her. She make: wieners. On returning to Lake Vir- whether the organization
formers how THEY would have
^What a racquet!
beautiful
edging
for
book
coven
ginia
the
rain
descended,
the
motor
Tom Manuel, Phil Moniger, Dick
live down that 7:30 bi
Your reporter helped scrub the Pope, Bobby Riggs, Joe Swicegood, and pimiento paddle covers.
konked out, and the Chi Os paddled has gotten so bad that our dates played the bundling scene, or how From theatre to books. I've read
."""Coliseum floor Friday night at the Bob Van Hoose, and George WhidCarol Gradsky has given up her a race for the dock. Much fun won't even let us have a beer first. they would have delivered the first two lately, one long and tragic
act curtain-line. I suppose the (also tragically long), the other
Jliphi Mu skating party. Jack Rear- den.
was had by all!
first place' ping-pong playing
The boys are now living on, if
|*ion and Donald Stone supported
Jerry visited Jean for the week not in, luxury. Mr. George Cooper Rollins Players are reluctant to short and humorous. The- first,
The outstanding event of theorder to distribute literature for
H)y Miss G. H. Hush also mopped
Palmetto
Pete
on
"How
to
G
end. Rhoda went to Tampa, and of Winter Park donated a rug for oust these ancient savants from the Raintree Country, is an accurate
week was the decathlon. One conJan Chambers was in Albany, Ga. our living room and stairs, with theatre because they lend atmos- peep a t American life 80 years
sisting of two competitors. Pearly Taller in 99 Easy Lessons".
^ Our congratulations go to all Curly Inmand representing South
Agnes and Phyllis went with Bob the result that the lads are taking phere. And it's a* good thing, too, ago—some long peep. Most of it
%he members of the "Pursuit of Side Miami and Dave Drape Shape
Lambda Chi News
and Don to the Lambda Chi Alpha up the old Chinese custom of leav- that the old folks aren't treated is beautifully written; but you realroughly. Why, some of them might
'Happiness" production.
Seems like as though us guys hamburger fry Saturday night. At ing their shoes on the doorstep, buy the theatre and burn it down ly have to love your country to
Clark representing New Port Rich11;
wade through 1,060 pages of Amerthe KA Alumni dance were Bev and and wade through the rug barefoot.
ey. Pearly Curly went in as the from Hooker are gittin' around
on a whim. Golly Moses, those icana, even with a good plot thrown
.'t
Kappa Capers
strong favorite with his obese over- little bit more. Corneeelius Van Martha Helen.
Wall Street can now relax. Ty- sapphire-studded hearing aids.
in. The short one is Let's Make
"i ConKrats of the week to Nancy developed
Betty
and
Dick
spent
Sunday
at
fr^ne,
but Drape Booren done took off fer Pal
coon Johnson has decided to make
The Victorian portraits and rag- Mary (subtitle: A Gentleman's
•Morrison for her new title, Florida Shape's agility and cool headecT Beach and did he have hisself
Cypress Gardens, and Dixie and
(Vest Coast Tennis Champ. From thinking kept him in the race. tima. He done went to a Burleel Jffnet drove down to Bok Tower. the scooter do until the next Pel- ged red sofas in the Green Room Guide to Scientific Seduction, in
began to pall on me, and I went Eight.Easy Lessons). As far as
•'the reports, all who made the trip When the brutal lOO-yard cross- This here sexy babe done danct At Sanlando Ginger and Notie with ican trip.
The KAs were invited t o ourupstairs to the men's dressing I'm concerned, it's not short
•1:0 St. Pete had quite a terrific time,
ntry was over the points were up and down on his table. K her parents and brother watched Alumni Association dance last Sat.
spesides Nancy and Marnee there totaled and the judges found that liked to died!
the Tarpon performance in which urday, with somewhat startling re- rooms. A t first everyone cooperat- enough. A word of warning for
ed with me in gathering material. those of you who haven't read i t :
IKivere C. P., Dot S., and Marty R.,
two fatigued gladiators had
They was a shindig out at the Pledge P a t Roberts took part.
sults. Red-Eye Mooney was seen
'5.Who spectated.
P.S.—What big event will take lifting a leg or two with Squirrel There were the usual anecdotes don't, if you're looking for the
tied. Of course the crowd went Sigma Nu Run t'uther night. (Aint
about the Pi-ivate Lives of Tallulah same vicarious thrill which I had
Ill The Kappas were glad to welith cheers, and the quick figgered out as to how they calls place February 12 ? ?
Mulloy's wee mate. Daddy Whittle and other stage personalities; and in mind when I bought my 25-cent
'Ijiome to Rollins Miss Dottie Obreck, thinking judges saw the only thing that mud hole Sigma Nu Run but
was there looking very paternal there was even a rousing rendition edition. You can't judge a book
Kappa field secretary from Syrato award two don' make no difference one way or
and "above it all" chatting with of the old sea chanty, "Sam, You by its cover.
Phi Mu Doings
c u s e U. She will be here several they could do
built t'uther anyhow.) Ever body had
some nice old ladies from Orlando, Made the Pants Too Long," by one
of
=jays hefore going to the Univer- prizes
Things were really moving at
round two large hibiscus were hisself and herself one whoopin' Fox H&ll this past week. Maggie (no kidding), while "Mitchum" Mc- fellow who had been in the Navy,
-lity of Georgia.
It seems as though I'm continuinserted on the head of each and good time. Fats Darty and Buzzy Bell had Mom and Dad here to Donnell and "Dr. Anthony" Sholterrupted so often, however, to ally biting the hand that feeds
Things were comparatively quiet
ley graced the stag line, along with
they went back to their respective Rodenbag made up a patch a tasty
ind them that some things me; that is, I have another critihis week end. The usual SaturV
them
all
the
new
change;
vittles which liked to melt in youre
Temperance Taylor and Purity can't be printed, that they were
kingdoms in peace.
cism of the Sandspur. This time
lay night hull session on third
since they were here last. Marcii Goode.
Art Swacker, the twin that didn't mouth. Then they was Cokes fer
soon irritated with me. At this it's a mild one, perhaps unimloor. Nancy B. went home. Hardy
toon also had her lovely Mothget the Toni, is overcoming this them as got thirsty. Right flne
Incidentally, Dr. L. B. Copeland point' their attitude underwent a portant, but I'll give it to you for
vaited for Bee. No accidents, no
lere
this
past
week.
Marcia
unfortunate handicap hy building eatin'.
seems
to
have
resigned
from
the
major
metamorphesis—they
comf^urprises, nothing out of the orI reckon yawl are jest fit to begets all her good looks from her Flub Cluh, for he was seen out pletely ignored me. "Please!" they what it's worth. After thumbing
is body up instead. He has been
through some past issues, I've
iinary. The week end just passed
a all right.
orking out with a set of barbells tied a waitin fer the gossip which
with a wild, wild woman the other would chide, " I must study my come to the conclusion that one
^ ^;oo qufckly.
Shirley Christensen had Gretch- night. Tear the top off the nearthat he received on a 10-day trial I am aboot to give ya. Well sir,
reason
the students don't read their
Hurple
visit
her
family
last
offer from Body Beautiful. The among tham that was there was
est faculty member, send it along Phis, they've all been lately. paper carefully is that the head"
Alpha Phi Phun
"Mighty Midget" is now pressing Kenny Horton and thaet little week end at Clermont and peeking with the thoi-ax of General Lee's Marge, Harriet, and Monica jour- lines fail to draw their interest. A
^ Beta Lambda chapter of Alph* the bar three times weekly. Any- blonde sprite he's been a courtin'.
^e keyhole the other day I
horse and we will tell you who,neyed out there as well as Penny headline should induce curiosity—
%>hi announces with pleasure the one desiring to see him attempt this Then they was Bob Gaahbutt an'
two of them working away at by return pigeon.
and Ken, and Lee and Walt
suspense—interest. Sandspur headpledging of Charlene Ann Frew on feat make appointments a t Rob-AgBag . Ah kept lookin' around covering chiiirs. Frances Maring
Marge's new car certainly is a lines induce ennui—torpor—noth•January 20.
took
her
grips,
laundry,
etc.,
for
fer lots of others but they kept a
Gym.
Gamma
Phi
Gaddings
handy
little object to have around. ing else. To illustrate, let's take
" Our pledges did us proud last
is Mooney, a studious X Club- driftin' inta them bushes leasts jaunt home to St. Petersburg, and
Well,
another
week
and
another
Especially
when
you
want
to
go
an issue a t random: January 13,
'Wednesday night when they enterber of last year, was down for the Fred cud tell ya more about that. Nancy Burgess went along for column—trying to keep up with down and see Bok Tower and Cy- 1949. Now let's take a headline,
"^ained all the new students with
iveekend and summarized it all by But they was lots of others round company.
the Gamma Phis is a hard job. press Gardens as Marge, Carolyn, also at random: "Olga Llano Wins
'a Song Title party in the Center raying, "Everything is great".
abouts but ah caint remember who
orma Jean Thaggard perforr
Pris and Jack left Saturday to Nancy, Sylvia, and Harriet did.
Piano Awardi" Why not say simp'basement. Kay Arbaugh proved
they was right directly. They was
ivith the Tarpon Club in i
soak some of that sun at the PelSaturday we found our ways over ly: "Olga Llano Plays Fine
"to be the life of the party a s the
a bruntete round abouts by theAquatic Show in Sanlando, she al; ican. Monica and Ted and Peg
Inde/>endent Fubar
to Polly's to pick oranges, tange- Piano"? Hey Sholley, stop the
"•Gypsy" . . . she really knows how
name
of
Thigh,
no
twas
Carmel
d
some
smooth
solo
dives.
Our Independent president spent
and Jack went to the Lambda Chi rines, and grapefruit. If we only presses!
'ito read palms. Barbara Sheppard 1 very enjoyable week end enter- she landed on her thigh, who done
Mary Delano and Pat May wound Hamburger party.
had a picture of Marge on that lad"Icame as "The Night Has a Thou- ;aining guests from Ohio.
got tossed over Big Tiger's, more up their work at the Theatre by
With two of their members laid
Now we have plenty for Robert Setzer—
'^anil Eyes", Gloria Weichbrodt
The hypnotist business is boom- commonly caled Gawgeous Gawge, taying with Ginny Estes our up after unsuccessful tangles with' breakfast. After all the difficul(Continued from page 1)
"was "Gloria", Merle Hodges was ng with Harriet Terry as its latest shoulder. It is mah understand- "Tiny". Bet all three of them
those
! sprinklers, the Gamma ties Edna had trying to go onof Organists (Central Florida
"•"April Showers", Marianne
ing
that
she
done
hert
her
fingah
can't
wait
until
they
can
go
huntlupporter after attending lectures
Phi's are about ready to take up that canoe trip we're glad to see Chapter) since coming to Rollins.
Chester and Joan Steinmetz came
an is restin' comfortable in the in- ing for props for.the next show!!! a collection to hang red flags and he made it back safely.
irits.
its
Setzer studied for two summers
IBS "Two Sleepy People". The
or Cloverleaf or some
The Delta Chi Pelican week end spotlights on the disgusting little
Lynn latest advice to love-lorn firmary,
It'll be good to see Sylvia back with Dr. George William Volkel,
Iprize . . . a certificate for a record Independents is "a bird in the hand othur restin' place.
took Bev Cotter with Ernest Vin hazards to life and limb. Anyone
n the house again. She seems to having been winner of the Grace
.'at the Music Box . . . went to Bob- is worth two in the bush" and "Ev
Ussens ud like to take this here cent and Dick Prew with Rims wishing to contribute to the cause have taken up temporary residence Kate Organ Scholarship in Chauilfcie Dilly for her get-up as "Sleepy ery cloud has a silver lining".
space tuh reemind yawl we havin' Shaw who went over for a swim should contact Sylvia Verdin.
at the Annie Russell Theater ush- tauqua last summer. He wil Icon[Time Gal". Mrs. Whittier and
the ocean.
Pat Burgoon and Jim McMeneny another right fine shindig over at
For any information about dog ering for the play and evei-ything tinue his work with Dr. Volkel
town Mrs. Campbell were the genial flew down to Key West for a short Orlanduh Country Club, with CosOur pledges, Shirley Merz, Kit
next fall in New York.
races just see one of the Gamma' else.
Johnson,
Barbara
Bower,
Irma
chaperones.
stay.
tooms . . . see yawl, Satidy nite!
Shafer, Hester Davis, Robbin Mer» We were glad to see Toni Failh
Tia Crawford recently was con
vere
taken
roller
skating
last
(One of our pledges last year, again verted into an advocate of twin
Chi O Cut-Ups
jiwhen she dropped over from the beds. Kitsie is having a revolving
Chalk up another big week end Friday .
liCascments for a visit. Kay's John- podium made in the shape of a tree for the Chi Omegas who got a Barbara Lee Davis was invited
tay is back again and so is the grin in order better to attract admirers flying start Friday night by be-to Ft. Lauderdale by Phyllis Rick
•on her face. Gloria and Marianne of her clothes P. J- is having her ing entertained at supper by theto spend the week end.
(played golf as usual.
arm chair by the switchboard re- Thetas. The delicious meal was
Kit Johnson and Barbara Bo
upholstered.
served buffet style in their lodge. spent Saturday night in Fox Hall
Pi Phi Patter
a first-nighter initiation getNew business enterprises around Many thanks, Thetas!
1 The Pi Phis hosted a good oleEwing was playing in the ten- together, while Skook Bailey had a
town:
jfashioned hayride Saturday night
guest
from Pennsylvania who was
nis
matches
the
last
of
the
week.
Jinx has announced that she
iout at Lake Conway with ail the
Jrustic trimmings.
Carolyn and
15 Denier 51 Gauge
J l » 4 0 pr.
llPete headed the list of couples
SINGLETON'S
which included Dale and Punchy,
20 Denier 45 Gauge
J.»-^S pr.
GULF
SERVICE
Jenn and Harvard, Nitze and Jim
(Bryson, Laura and Dan Darty, Across from the Rollins Campus
30 Denier 45 Gauge
1 » 1 5 pr.
;Tafiy Tennant and Bill Gordon,
PHONE 557
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Fairbanks Avenue Barber Shop
Winter Park's Newest and Most Modern Shop

THOMPSON-REEVES
Jewelers

SHEER WITCHERY HUDSON NYLONS
at lowest prices ever

^

'

#

''^
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30 Denier Extra Longs

MEGARGEL'S

HAIRCUTS

GOLF COURSE

Closest to the Campus

l.»-*0 pr.

Size» 8>/2 lo 11 in proportioned leg lengths.

SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN'S

9 HOLES 35c
GROVER MORGAN
Diamonds — Watches
WINTEK PARK. FLORIDA

Use of Equipment Free
BEGINNERS
Learn to Play
GOLFERS
Practice Iron Shots

Jack and Gene are back at the
TEPEE

to their old friends

LOCATED ON

Leader Shoe Shop
52S Park Ave.. So.
Winter Park, Fla.

LAIRD RADIO
SALES & SERVICE

Refreshments and Dancing

.\L0MA AVE. — R T E . 426
1 Mile Past

CLUB

and extend a cordial invitation

947 Orange Ave.
WINTER PARK

Rollins College

Phone 1102

AS SEEN IN
VOGUE AND
HARPER'S BAZAAR

/

T h e lowest prices in t h e country for famous n a m e
brand stockings. Hudson is a nationally advertised
brand standing for quality, beauty, long wear,
perfect fit. Each pair individually packaged for greater
protection. Lovely siiades for all costumes,
(^ome in for yours to<lay.

Our Satisfied Customers Are Our Best Advertisers

2(2 Park .\venue, S.

PHONE 123

HandicraftStudio
211 E. Welbourne Ave. •

SCHWEIZER'S
SILVER COACH DINER
Corner Pennsylvania and Orange Avenues

DON'T GAMBLE ON AN "UNKNOWIN" WHEN YOU CAN GET FAMOUS HUDSON
NYLONS AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER

WINTER PARK
Yarns, Argyle Paks,
Bobs, Needles

"^Vhere the Gang Meets Every Night"

HUDSON HOSIERY SHOP
53 North Orange Ave.

Kl.lZ.VBETH S. BAYLES

Orlando, Fla.
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ROLLINS

FOUR

KA's Lead X Club In
Clerk Sports Trophy Race

COEDS !N
SPORTS

THURSDAY, JANUARY 27, I949

SANDSFUR

X Club Dominates Cage
Play In Intra-mural Games

TARS and FEATHERS

pie who run Dubsdread have
been pretty lenient with the
Els where on the sports page
students who play golf on their
Ralph F . Seidel
a questionnaire concernmg varsity
course. However, if certain
This year, the KAs dominate the
Nancy M
basketball a t Rollins. From the
groups persist i nplaying sixImproved ball handling was the
The All Star basketball team intramural sports scene as they
answers given by various people,
somes and breaking other rules
outstandings feature of the second
proved their superiority over the lead their six rivals in the com
we can deduce that the opinion,
it will only lead to a lot of
week of the men's intramural baspetition
for
the
Clerk
Trophy
by
intramural champions last Friday
as to \v*iether Central Florida
petty rules and strained relaket ball season. The game of the
night when they defeated the over 100 points. Not including the
would support basketball on this
tions. If you do «ot know the
week was played Thursday night
points awarded for basketball, they
Freshman team 55-41. The cl
rules of the course then please
In a fast and furious game last campus, is divided.
when the fighting Sigma Nus came
ness throughout the game made it amassed the grand total of 517.5 Friday night in Rec Hall, the girl
contact
Pete Schoonmaker who
I
noticed
that
Prexy
favored
the
from behind to overcome the KA
doubtful as to whom the victors for the three s|>orts played thus
idea and Prexy is a man of vision.
will set yo
u straight on them.
squad 31-30. The game was the
intramural
All-Stars
defeated
the
far,
namely:
touch
football,
golf,
would be. At the finish of the first
He visualized a unique college 20
This
advi
e comes straight
roughest of the season and comquarter the score was tied, but by and tennis. The X Clubbers are a high flying Freshmen by the score year^ ago and today it is a realfrom the lanagement.
n
bined with the close calling by the
the half time period the All Stars strong second with 408 75 points, of 55-40. The Ail-Stars, composed ity. By the same token, I visualrefs, arguments occurred frequenthad established a decided lead over Lambda Chi third with 285, Delta of chosen performers from the ize a Rollins which is nationally
ly. The Sigma Nus, behind at the The two top seeded Rollins stars, the Freshmen aa the score became Chi fourth with 265, Sigma Nu
This year the Sandspur \f\\
known for good basketball and I
end of the first half, opened up in Shirley F r y and Gardner Larned 34-19. In the second half the All fifth with 245, and bringing up the seven intramural teams led the
award a cup to the best all-around
think it could be a reality in less
intramural athletes for both the
the second and played a much annexed their respective singles Stars kept a lead, although th( rear, the Independents with 215, Freshmen all through the game.
than five years.
men's and the women's division.
speedier game with a tighter deand the Alpha Phi Lambdas with Yvonne Fulton from the Theta
titles in the Florida State Cham- Freshman girls diminished it someI put on my thinking cap last The award will be for sportsmanfense. Sigma Nus Gene Manzo,
team and Marney Norris of the
what as their forwards accurately 188.75 points.
week and tried to figure out Rol- ship, diversity, and skill. The
Ronnie Frymire, and Frances Na- pionships at the Orlando Tennis scored again and again.
For those of you who don't know, Kappas were outstanding for the lin's athletic and educational setjudges will be Rollins housemothtolis led the team through right Club last Sunday.
Yvonne Fulton, scoring 19 points, the J. Gerden Clerk Trophy was All-Stars. Ginny Apgar starred up. We spend thousands of dollars
Mrs. Shaw, Mrs. Brady, and
up to the final whistle. The KAs In the all-Rollins finals Shirley was the main asset to the All Stars, donated in 1946 by Mrs. J . Gorden
on a football team which hasn't Mrs. Marshall will judge the men
put up a battle but they were just defeated Jean Clarke, number wh^le on the Freshman team Gin- Clerk in memory of her late hus- for the losers.
outclassed.
Positions: All-Stars, Norris, for- clicked, especially in the post-war and Mrs. Campbell, Mrs. Weber,
three seeded, 6-1, 8-1; while Garn- nie Apgar scored over half of their band who was killed in World War
ward; Fulton, forward; Clarke, era. Regardless of whose fault it and Mrs. Whittier will judge the
In the opener of the evening ner scored a 6-2, 6-2, 5-7, 6-0 vic- 41 points. Betty Matthews, Pug II. The Trophy becomes the perThe awards will be given
guard; Klinefelter, guard; Niede, is, the fact remain^, that we have
double-header another thriller WE tory over second seeded Buddy -Klinefelter, and Marty Rowsey manent possession of the organHonors day.
guard. Freshmen, Apgar, forward; hot set the woods afire, even in
Behrens.
were
the
outstanding
guards
in
the
ization
which
wins
it
three
timee.
witnessed when the Delta Ch:
Florida, much less nationally. AnHobart,
forward;
Swift,
forward;
Points are awarded for the/champiIn the first two sets of the men's game.
edged out the Indies by one pointMatthews, guard; ither thing, we broke tradition by
Those playing for the winning onship of the sport, the runner-up Kelly, guard;
24-23. Inexperience pi'oved to be finals Larned had little trouble
James, guard. Subs: All-Star subs etting up the indvidualized curthe downfall for the Independents forcing Behrens to make the er-team, the All Stars, were: Marnee position, individual games or
e
Jensen,
Morrison, Kirby, iculum and the conference plan,
The Delta Chis were behind at the rors. In the third set, however, Norris, Doris Jensen, Ewing Mc- matches won, team entrance, and
Rowsey. Freshmen subs were Gar- which were really revolutioi
half 20-12, and a t the third quar- Behrens stroked his way back into Allister, Yvonne Fulton, Nancy lastly, for an organization having
educational circles, but we have
etson.
ter the score stood 22-12. Then the game to win the set 7-5, re- Morrison as forwards, and Jean
somehow lost the ball in the athIn football, it was the KAs all
something happened, led by Pave gardless of Larned's 3-1 and 5-4Clarke, Marty Rowsey, Pug KlineDo you think Central Florida
letic circle. If Rollins is going to
Larson point after point was rack- leads and a match point advantage felter, Harriet Kirby and Nancy the way. Their team played hard, Phi Lambs. The tennis caused a teach us to be objective, then I would support a Rollins College
fast, and vigorous football. They lot of controversy because it was
ed up. Their drive paid off in the Larned wasted little time in the Neide as guards .
that it should reasonably varsity basketball team?
fourth set, however, winning six
end.
Each team showed the best lost only once during the entire
led that Molloy, a ranking practice what its educators preach.
Doris Jensen — Definitely—terstraight games.
sportsmanship and the most out- season, to the unpredictable Sig- player in the South, was in a class In short, I think that Rollins should rific talent available.
Earlier in the week the strong
In
the
Fry-Clarke
final,
Shirley
standing
teamwork
that
has
been
i
Nu
seven.
Harvard
Cox's
Sevall
by
himself and was almost au- overhaul its athletic set-up both
X Club team held a practice at the
Paul Klinefelter — Fine—but
Old Men from the X Club were tomatically a member of the Rol- with a view toward finances and
expense of the Alpha Phi Lambs. made an impressive start by win- seen in any of the intramural
where could they play?
the runners-up slot with a count lins Varsity tennis squad. The a view toward developing the indiThe game was so one-sided that in ning the first five games before games this year.
Mrs.
Campbell ~ (Alpha Phi
dropping
one
game
and
then
wi
controversy
died
down,
however,
of eight victories and two losses,
vidual. In tennis we are good, in
the first 10 minutes of play the X
e losses both being to the KAs.when Molloy and Masters lost in golf we are fair, in water-sports housemother) — Turnout at intraThe golf season has started again
Club didn't let the Phi Lambs have ning the set 6-1. Jean gained
mural
games
has not been too good
lead
of
5-4,
30-0
in
the
second
set,
a
semi-final
match
to
Binner
and
Next
in
line
were
the
Lambda
in
Florida,
so
we
pi'obably
won't
we are fair. These are the things
the ball. However, somehow Phi
see much of the golfers around Chis with a six and four record, Crompton.
which focus the local and national —would rather have basketball
Lamb Norby Mintz got the ball but Shirley kept the pressure
than football.
to
win
that
game
and
then
the
set
Alpha
Phi
Lambda
won
the
tenfollowed
by
the
Delta
Chis,
the
campus
during
the
next
couple
of
spotlight
on
Rollins.
These
are
into the X Club zone and scored on
Ed Motch—I would like to see
weeks. This week Judy Baker, Sigma Nus, and the Independents nis tournament with 138.75 points, also the sports which do not cost
a long- hook shot for the best bas- at .8-6.
the KAs second with UO, the X the school a fortune. We seem to it, but I doubt if they would back
This is the fourth consecutive Cookie Swift, Clare Mossack, Ann
that order.
ket of the evening. The final score
year Shirley has annexed the Flor- Garretson, and Betty Rowland are
On the golf links, the KAs nar- Club third, followed by the Lamb- be in the right church but the amateur or semi-pro basketball.
was 64-14.
ida State Crown. In her previous in Miami competing on the link;
wly nosed out the X Clubbers da Chis, the Delta Chis, the Sig- wrong pew.
Charlie Knecht—No! EmphatiThe next night the X Club work- finals she has defeated Doris Hart, with the national golf stars in ai by a scant margin. The KAs gath- ma Nus, and the Independents.
cally.
ed the ball well and led by Pete
inor Cushingham, and Madga invitational tournament. Next weel ered 117.5 points while the unforThe Basketball tournament is
Prexy — Other schools have a
Faye they overcame a tired Sigit will be Palm Beach with the tunate men from Gale trailed by now underway with all of the or- Coach Duval Palmer's X Club varsity basketball team. Why not
Rurac.
ma Nu bunch 56-24. Certainly the
participating. The basketball team will meet the crack
The len's and women's doubles same stiffs competition. Good luck 10 points. The Sigma Nus round- ganizations
X Club is the team to beat and
ed out the first three. Thus the way I see it, no one will beat the Orlando Army Air Base team on
Dean Stone—I don't think s o events ilso staged an all-Rillins
the way it looks now they are far
KAs won the golf as well as the X Clubbers. They have the speed, February 4 a t 8 p.m. on the Airpast experiences have not been too
Larned and Behrens desuperior to the rest of the league. fended their men's doubles title
the height, and of most importance, Base court. The Clubbers, who are favorable as to attendance, etc.;
Congratulations to Shirley F r y touch football.
The poor Phi Lambs took another when they defeated, Tom Molloy for the fourth consecutive year for
When the tennis tourney began, the reserves. From here it looks: tied with the Lambda Chis for first also there is a dire need for a floor
beating in the curtain riser, that and Ricardo Balbiers 3-6, 9-7, 6-4, winning the Florida State Wom- the KAs, led by Tom Molloy were like a walk-over. As for the sports place in the intramural league, in- both for practice and home-games,
same night, at the hands of the
en's singles and doubles at the Or- expected to triumph easily. Mol- to come, i e . Volleyball, Softball, vite the student -body to attend the so do keep it on campus.
mighty KA. 66-12 was the out- with rapidity, thanks to D'Artag- lando Tennis Club last weefc. Shir- loy blasted his" opponents to cop Swimming, and Crew, and the ul- game.
Mickey Hayworth — Yes, poscome but it wasn't quite as bad nan Kelly's agile acrobatics. I was ley battled against Jean Clarke in the singles with little effort but in timate winner of the Trophy, well,
sibly.
as it sounds. Lucky long shots relieved to find that Van Heflin the finals winning 6-1, 8-6.
the doubles they were upset by the your guesses are as good as mine!
Art Swacker—No.
A hint to the i
The peowere the way most of the scoring (Athos) survived the show without
It's another tennis week end for
was don0.
bursting clean through his very Shirley Fry and Nancy Morr
this weekend. They are flying to
The Lambda Chis kept along taut tights.
Nassau Thursday for a weekend
their winning ways by trouncing
invitational tournament a t thi
the Indies 59-23 one night and the
British Colony Hotel in Nassau.
next taking on the Delta Chis 51- Fighter Squadron
26. Lambda Chi Sission was high Sun., Mon.
scorer.both nights. His shots are,
In "Fighter Squadron" we have 6-4, in the best match of the day
long and true. This, however, is the first tale of the exploits of the In the women's doubles Shirley
true for all the Lambda Chis. They
knights of World War II. The won her second titl
shoot from anywhere and make picture is a combination of reality teamed with Nancy
baskets. Certainly with a few arid nonsense. Actual shots of win 6-0, 6-1, from Ewing McAlgood teams rolling along the bas- strafing and dog-fighting have lister and Jane Freeman.
ketball season is providing both been combined with Hollywood hoTwo upsets were scored by Eolthrills and spills for all.
kum. The thumping theatrics of lins netters in the tournament when
the officers' private lives keep in- Billy Windom eliminated Tom Molterfering with the air show. I loy in the quarter finals, and when
Cinerarium—thing that the vets who see" Fight- Jean Clarke upset second seeded
(Continued from page 2)
Squadron" will be amused by Nancy Morrison in the semi-finals
son. Lana, by the way, attempts the glamorous, clear-eyed fliers 7-5, 6-4.
Probably the best singles match
to characterize her cunning Lady who fear nothing except being left
de Winter, but succeeds only in ef- out of the next mission. Another of the tournament was witnessed
fectively displaying her daring dubious characteristic of these re- in the sem^i-final round when Behdecolletage and buxom body. June markable youths is their lust for rens had to give everything he had
Allyson as Lady Constance is, as blood and gore. Typically sadistic before defeating Balbiers in a long
e: "Bum, you lousy crum, five set match 6-4, 6-3, 3-6, 1-6, 6-4.
usual, very sweet and demure.
After winning the first two sets
The show, lavishly staged, moves burn!"
Behrens weakened under the steadiness and stamina of,Balbiers and
thereby lost the following two sets.
The match became even as the
score reached four all in the final
set; however, Behrens rallied to
STARRING IN THE ENIERPRISE PRODUCIION
capture the next two games and
the match.
"NO MINOR VICES"
The other Rollins tennis stars
144 East Park Ave.
who participated in the Florida
EVENING IN PARIS
State Tournament were: Marnee
Norris, Doris Jensen, Jane FreeMAX FACTOR
man, Elaine Brackett, Ewing McELMO'S
Allister, and Norman Copeland.
By Cecil Van Hoose

Bill Goldrick

All-Stars Scuttle
Freshman 55-40

IflR ENIRIES
COP STAIE
TENNIS TITLES

'assrng Parade

/.^w^\ 1^

"I always smoke
Chesterfields because they're
MILD and they taste good
It's MY cigarette."

Irvine's
Winter Park Pharmacy

THE
DE

LUXE

PACKAGE STORE
offers a special discount to
party and picnic groups

Get Your Man
On Valentine's Day

306 E. PARK AVENUE
With a Fine Tie
$2.00 to $5.00

IEJ[J_INT
/ISIT THEJLJ_INTIMATI
n.

. r.

• u-

Mens Furnishings

'Qf^

YOWELL

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DREW

ERNIE ERNESI-at Ihe bar
Hors D'Oeuvres served 5 to 7 p m

Ivey's Street Floor
The Fashion and Quality Stor

MAYFAIR I N N
SANFORD, FLORIDA

